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The Sky This Month: Dec 2010 (and a bit of Jan 2011)

introduction

Blake delivered The Sky This Month presentation at the 8 Dec 2010 meeting. The
2-page handout provided included a calendar for the subsequent 30 days or so (to early
Jan) and some descriptive notes. The notes have been reproduced here. You may view
or download and print the calendar  PDF file (220 KB).

Sol

Our wonderful Sun is in Ophiuchus, the missing 13th zodiacal constellation, at beginning
of December. The path of the planets (a.k.a. ecliptic) cuts through a thin outcrop of the
serpent wrangler. Remember: constellations are officially defined by their boundaries, as
specified by the International Astronomy Union.

The "other" constellations touched by the Sun and planets are called parazodiacal. Sol
moves into Sagittarius on 18th.

Brrr! I always like telling people that it is at this time of year that we’re closest to the Sun!
Only 0.983 Astronomical Units (AU) away. The official term is perihelion.
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aphelion Jul 4 152,000,000

perihelion Jan 3 147,000,000

difference - 5,000,000

5 million km closer, man! That's about 3% nearer, on average! The Earth actually
absorbs about 7% more energy. Of course, if gets soaked up in the southern oceans.
The Aussie revels.

We reach "southern solstice" on the 21st. Enjoy those long evenings! Sunset is around
4:30 PM; sunrise about 7:15. That gives you about 14 hours of time to observe the night
sky.

inner planets

You might be able to catch speedy Mercury early December at dusk. It begins to move
toward Sun from the 10th to pass between it and us. The image below is for December 8
just after sunset.

The innermost planet will shift then to the morning sky, where the angle of the ecliptic is
better (assuming you’re a morning person). It drifts outwards from the Sun and on Jan
8th, as with Venus, it is at the maximum angular separation (or elongation).

If you haven't seen Mercury, it sounds like we might have a couple of astro-career,
life-list ops!

The week before, on New Year’s Eve, the Moon joins the duo before sunrise. That
sounds like a photo op!
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And, if you are enjoying the inner planets in the morning, don't forget to look a little
higher for Saturn.

little objects

Did you see comet 103P/Hartley 2 over the summer? It was a little disappointing, eh?
But, it’s still around. Use your binoculars to track down this mag 7.3 fuzzy ball in the
south. If up early, look for comet C/2010 V1 Ikeya-Murakami in Virgo. Found by
amateurs!

Consider watching asteroid (16) Psyche at opposition. It will appear stationary but if you
plot it over several nights, you should see it move against the stars.

There are a couple of nearby (i.e. Toronto-area) occultations.

(348) May flew over the OSC during the meeting!
(375) Ursula on 27th???
(530) Turandot on New Year’s Eve...

However, one must avoid a deer occulting your headlights... Yikes!

There are three major meteor showers in December and January, possibly with better
showings than the famous Perseids! Why does no one seem to know this? 'Cause it's
bloody cold out! Well, put on your -100°C boots, RASC toque, battery heated gloves,
and get outside!

The Geminids are happening now thru to Dec 16. They peak around Dec 13. Estimates
range from 60 to 70 or more per hour! The Moon sets early on the peak.

After the Geminids, the Ursids start up. From 17 to 23, peaking Dec 22. They usually
only produce 10/hr. Skip it. There's also a full Moon!

The Quarantids however, from Jan 1 to 12, peaking Jan 4, may yield 120/hr!?!? That's 2
a minute. And it's a new Moon! w00t! Look for the radiant in northern Boötes or near
Ursa Minor.

Remember to get out of city lights to full enjoy meteor showers.

outer planets

Jupiter remains a crowd pleaser for December offering up ever variable vistas. Rumours
are that the missing stripe is returning.

If you haven’t seen it, keep trying for the Great Red Spot (aka GRS), even though it’s
more of a pale tan colour. You know, that’s probably not a good name, given how the gas
giant dynamically changes. How about GBS? The Great Big Spot?

If you haven’t seen any, keep trying for shadow transits, where a tiny black dot appears
on the top of the planet’s cloud deck. The RASC calendar and handbook note dual
shadow transits in December and January but my software simulations do not show
these (for our region). Let’s assume I’m wrong.

The other interesting tidbit about Jupiter is that it makes its third and final close pass of
Uranus for 2010, near the end of December. These outer planets won't be this close
together for another 15 years!

The image below shows a circle representing a typical binocular field, about 6° in
diameter. Above-right is The Circlet of Pisces. That tiny pale blue dot above Jupiter is
Uranus.
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Saturn is back. Yeh! But it is still a late-night target, rising after The King has set. But if
you’re still up at 1:00 AM (and can still feel your toes), you can enjoy the sixth planet.
The ring plane is inclined about 10 degrees which should let you spot the thin dark
Cassini division between the outer A and inner B rings.

the main event

new Moon - Dec 5
first quarter - Dec 13
full Moon - Dec 21
third quarter - Dec 28

The big deal in December is the total lunar eclipse. But you’re gonna have to want it...
This event occurs in the wee hours of the 21st. The Moon will begin darkening
(significantly, in the umbra) at 2:40 AM and return to full Moon (nearly full) brightness at
3:54. The maximum darkness will occur at 3:16.

Lunar eclipses are fun and easy because you can use your eyeballs or binoculars. But if
you haul out the telescope, you might try to tag the nearby deep sky objects, that is,
Messier 35 and NGC 2129, while Luna has dimmed.
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Remember the February 2008 lunar eclipse? C-c-cold!

space travel

Unfortunately, the NASA Space Shuttle STS-133 launch has been delayed a significant
time due to structural problems with the external fuel tank. If you feel the February blahs
coming on, why not head south?

SpaceX will hopefully launch on the 8th. That will be amazing. UPDATE: very successful
launch! This marks the beginning of rapid and inexpensive commercial space service.

Akatsuki will be orbiting Venus soon. It’s gonna be great! UPDATE: JAXA reported the
orbit was not achieved!

The USAF Boeing X-37 spaceplane returned after 7 months in orbit. But we can't talk
about that...

A Soyuz is launching on Dec 15 to rendezvous with the International Space Station 2
days later. The 3 crew will join those onboard station for Expedition 26. ISS flyovers are
in the mornings in early December; but phase to evenings starting the 24th!

Note Dec 19: it is the Mercury 1 program’s 50th b-day!

The Mars500 crew is about 2/5th of way through the "mission." Day 200 will occur
mid-Dec.

get out there

It occurred to me that as I look at software sky simulations or all-sky charts for
December, that I’m a lot less familiar with the constellations. It is partly because these
constellations are made up of faint stars. But, in large part, is probably because I don’t
like winter! I’m going to hopefully rectify that this season. So, bundle up and get out
there. Learn some new constellations like Cetus, Sculptor, Fornax, Eridanus, Hydra,
Sextans, Pyxis, etc.

See how many Geminid, Ursid, or Quarantid (emanating from Ursa Minor) meteors you
can count. Note, to truly enjoy meteor showers, you need to be dark-adapted and in a
dark location, free from any light pollution.

See if you can spot Hartley, as it loops around near Canis Major, Puppis, and
Monoceros.

Enjoy the feast of double and triple stars, and take another peak at fading Mira.

Try to sight the Lunar Straight Wall on Dec 14.

Drive safe, and have a relaxing holiday.

Prompt: be sure to e-mail all your astro-friends when you learn of smoking good astro-
deals!

Jan 12th: Be seeing you.

Prepared to the RASC Toronto Centre 8 Dec 2010 meeting by Blake Nancarrow
(astronomy at computer hyphen ease period com).
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